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Keynote speaker for the LBBS Annual meeting is Jim Johnson, Lecompte. LA who is an
Endangered Species Biologist at Fort Polk, LA. Working with Red-cockaded
Woodpeckers. His photography has been published in the LA Conservationist, Tennessee
Conservationist, Bird Watchers Digest and Peterson’s Reference guide to Woodpeckers of
North America. The meeting will be held on September 24, 2016 at Smith’s Landing,
Lecompte, from 9:00 A.M til 1:30 P.M. Don’t miss is! More details on page 2
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From The Perch
By:
Emily Winners
President
Photo By:
Emily Winners
As my term as President of LBBS
comes to an end, I want to thank you all for
the opportunity to have served this
organization for the past 4 years. I have
met and worked closely with many of you
during that time, and have learned a great
deal about bluebirds and our native cavity
nesters. Below are a few of the things I
have picked up along the way.
Bluebirds don’t always read the same
manual you did! That beautiful bluebird
condo you spent so much time putting up is
vacant because the birds preferred the
dilapidated box hanging by a thread from
the neighbor’s fence post.
Or, the
clothesline/swing set pole looked so
inviting. Or perhaps your bluebird couple
invited their closest friends to take over the
purple martin box. And the list goes on
and on…
Educating ourselves and the public is
vital to the success of maintaining and
increasing our bluebird populations. Take
the time to speak with groups and
organizations about the importance of
bluebird conservation. A great place to
start is in the classroom. Kids enjoy
learning about the world around them.
Each one of us brings a new perspective to
bluebirding, and I encourage you to share
your talents with others.
Monitoring is also critical to the success
of your bluebird trails. Checking your
boxes on a regular basis lets you know
what’s going on not only in your boxes, but
around them, too. Are your boxes in good
shape?
Con’t on page 6
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Randy Martin, Many
Alton Puckett, Lake Charles
Dorothy Thrasher, Angel Fire, NM
Carolyn Martin, Many
OBSERVERS ON THE Board
Gov. Mike Foster, Franklin
Becky Garza, Ruston
Joan Brown, Monroe
LBBS 2016 ANNUAL MEETING DATE !
The Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society will
hold its Annual Meeting September 24, 2016
at Smith’s Landing, Lecompte, LA. The
meeting will be held from 9:30 A.M. until
1:30 P.M. You will not want to miss Keynote
Speaker, Jim Johnson’s presentation!
You can win the nice set of Nikon Binoculars
LBBS gives as a door prize at every meeting
by registering before the meeting at
emcooper@hughes.net or 318-878-3210. You
have to be present to win. There will be more
very nice door prizes. No registration fee at
the meeting. Please make the effort to come
out and support our meeting and LBBS!

Intervention
Bet Zimmerman Smith

My criminal career began at the tender
age of five. I was exited to find an unbroken
robin’s egg on the lawn in our backyard. I
got a shoebox, fashioned a nest from grass,
and placed the beautiful blue egg inside. I
put the shoebox underneath a desk lamp and
eagerly waited for the egg to hatch. Of
course it never did, which was a good thing.
I had neither ability nor any idea how to
raise a baby wild bird. Nestling require a
specialized diet, need to be fed every 15
minutes or so, and then need to be taught to
fend for themselves by a member of their
own species.
I also had no idea that I was committing a
criminal offense. Under the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, it is illegal to have in your
possession live or dead nongame native
birds (adults or young), feathers, nests or
eggs, or to keep nests or eggs even for
“show-and tell” educational purposes
without a permit. And those permits are
extremely hard to get.
But I REALLY wanted a baby robin!
Unfortunately, what humans want and what
is best for wildlife do not always intersect.
In fact, at times they are diametrically
opposed. Sometimes in an attempt to help,
and despite our good intentions, we end up
doing more harm than good.
An incident this May at Yellowstone
National Park highlighted what can happen
as a result of inappropriate interference. A
pair of well-meaning tourists’ “rescued” a
newborn bison shivering by the roadside.
They put it in their SUV and rove it to a
ranger station.
Park rangers then spent two days trying
to get the baby bison to return to the herd,
but it kept being rejected, and would not eat.
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The calf also repeatedly went back to the
roadway, apparently having become
imprinted on cars and people. “The calf
was either going to starve to death, get
sick, get hit, or cause an accident so we had
to make the difficult decision to put it
down,” said Charissa Reid of the park’s
public affairs office.
The road to hell is paved with good
intentions. I hear questions like this all the
time:
 I found a baby bird on the ground– can
I raise it?
 It’s going to be really cold tonight.
Should I bring the eggs/baby birds
inside my house to keep them warm?
Or can I put a heater inside the box?
 The baby nestlings are so cute- is it
Okay to pet them? Can I put bands on
them?
 The eggs were supposed to hatch
yesterday and they didn’t– should I
throw them out so the parents can try
again?
 I haven't’ seen the parent birds in a
while, so I think the nest has been
abandoned– should I bring the babies
inside the house and take care of them?
 There is a Tree Swallow nesting in my
box, but I want bluebirds– can I throw
out the swallow nest?
 A bird built a nest in my gas grill-can I
move it so I can cook some
hamburgers?
 There are wasps inside the birdhouse–
can I use hornet spray inside the house?
 A male bluebird keeps hitting my
window, and it’s driving me crazy– can
I shoot it?
Con’t on page 4

Con’t from page 4

The Bottom Line: If an intervention has an
obvious chance of harm but a less certain
chance of benefit, let nature takes it course.
If you are unsure about whether to interfere,
don't.

The answer to all of the questions is NO.
Even if these actions were not outright
illegal (most are), such meddling would still
be bad for the birds. There is a line between
helpful intervention and interference/
micromanagement.
This doesn’t mean you should do nothing.
Inviting birds to nest in your birdhouse
comes with some responsibility. As a
bluebird landlord, you can and should do
what is reasonable and legal to increase the
likelihood that a nesting will be successful.
Examples include:






Using properly designed, sturdy,
weather resistant nestbox that can be
opened for monitoring and cleaning, and
has the proper size entrance hole for the
species of interest.
Protecting the contents from predation,
e.g. by mounting the box on a baffled
pole (for more information, see
www.sialis.org/baffle.htm), or by using
a sparrow spooker if House Sparrows
are in your area (www.sialis.org/
sparrowspooker.htm).
Monitoring a nestbox during active
nesting season once a week (or twice a
week at most) (www.sialis.org/
monitoring.htm).

Bet Zimmerman Smith is a NABS life
member and Board member, and also
belongs to a number of state and local
bluebird organizations.
She and her
husband Patrick maintain a 100-nestbox
bluebid trail in northeastern Conneticut.
Her website is www.sialis.org, where this
article originally appeared. Bet gives
LBBS permission to use any of her
articles. Thank you, Bet.
This article is written with permission
from the Bluebird Journal of the North
American Bluebird Society, Summer
2016, Volume 38, No. 3.

We all know helicopter parents who hover
over their children. Over-controlling and
overprotecting is not in the best interest of
children, and it’s also not good for wildlife.
The reality is that nature can be harsh.
Losses are a part of the ecosystem. As
much as you might like to, you cannot
control the weather or eliminate predators or
disease. So, even though you may be
passionate about wild birds, you need to
avoid being a helicopter bluebirder.

LBBS Welcomes New Member
A big welcome goes to Lynda Williams,
Gonzales, LA. She received one of our
Cypress nestboxes that goes with a
family membership. We wish her great
success and it will last a very long time.
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This is exactly the strategy that seems to
be employed by the Treat Tit, a cavitynesting European species closely related to
North America’s chickadees. When a rat
snake is nearby, adults give an alarm call
that prompts the nestlings to jump from the
cavity before the snake slithers inside.
When a crow is nearby, adults give a
different call that prompts the nestlings to
crouch down in the nest, hopefully far
enough to be out of reach of the crow’s
beak when it comes through the cavity
opening.
An experiment in Kentucky sought to
determine if nesting Eastern Bluebirds utter
different calls in response to different
predators, to give their nestlings
information about the proper evade-andescape response. Taxidermy mounts of
potential predators (American Kestrel,
raccoon, and eastern chipmunk), along
with a rubber snake, were positioned one at
a time close to active bluebird nestboxes.
The adults’ vocalizations and the nestlings’
response were taped.
Adult bluebirds give two basic
vocalizations in response to a threat: an
alarm call and a chatter call. In this
experiment, the adults did not give a
different call for the different predators—
each predator elicited both alarm calls and
chatter calls.
However, the rate and
duration of the alarm calls were longest in
response to the raccoon, as was the number
of notes and the duration of the chatter call.
In virtually all cases, the nestlings
responded by crouching down in the nest.
For 17 –19 day-old nestlings, who would
be close to fledging, the choice was usually
to crouch, although some premature
fledglings were recorded.
Thus, it does not appear that Eastern
Bluebirds have any sort of secret code to

Photo by: David Kinneer, VA. He shares
this picture of a male bluebird with very
unusual back coloring. Below is a normal
colored male bluebird.

Do Eastern Bluebirds Give Nestlings
Different Warnings Based on Predator
Type?
Nestlings of cavity-nesting species
seem especially vulnerable to predators,
given that they are effectively trapped
inside a nest cavity with only one way
out. In the event that a predator comes
prowling around the nest, it would be
extremely helpful to nestlings if Mom or
Dad gave them a warning that
communicate the type of predator– one
type of warning for predators that could
enter the nest cavity and different
warning for predators that could not.
Nestlings could then respond
appropriately by either jumping out of
the cavity or hunkering down inside it.

Con’t on page 6
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Con’t from page 5
to warn their nestlings about different
predators, but they clearly recognize
raccoons as a significant threat and
strenuously communicate the need to
hunker down and keep quiet in the presence
of a raccoon.
Erin E. Grabarcrzky and Gary Ritchison,
2105 Vocal Responses of Adult Eastern
Bluebirds (Sialia sialis) to Potential Nest
Predators and the Behavorial Responses of
Nestlings.
The Wilson Journal of
Ornithology 127:697-705.
Article used with permission from the
Bluebird Journal of the North American
Bluebird Society, Summer 2016, Volume 39
Number 3.
Con’t from page 2 From The Perch
Are there predators in the area (twolegged, four-legged, or slithering)?... Are
your nests dry? Have ants or blowflies
become an issue? Keeping written records
can help you remember important facts
about each box, and can help you deal with
problems in a timely manner.
Once again, it’s been a pleasure to be
involved with this group, and I look forward
to being a part of it for years to come. I
hope to see each of you at our annual
meeting on Saturday, September 24, at
Smith’s Landing in Lecompte.
Emily
Thanks To LBBS
The Grand Isle Garden Club wishes to
thank LBBS for the generous donation to
the Palm Tree Project for trees to be
planted on Grand Isle. It is so much
appreciated.
Bonnie Pizani, President
Fall Nestbox Maintenance
Evelyn Cooper
August usually winds down the nesting
season for us here in the south. I will be
making my last checks this month and for
Con’t on page 7
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Slate of Officers and Board Members For
Vote At The Annual Meeting
Officers 2016-2018
President: Sheryl Bassi, Oak Ridge
1st V/P: Emily Winners, Lecompte
2nd V/P: Marilynn Lewis, Monroe
Sec/Treas: Joan Brown, Monroe
Recording Sec: Evelyn Cooper, Delhi
Historian: Pauline Humphries
Board Members 2016-2019
Gov. Mike Foster, Franklin
Shirl Cook, Luling
Hill Kemp, Many
Purple Martins Love Fire Ants

The fire ant is an introduce, exotic pest
species in the U.S. Colonies in the southern
states are responsible for inflicting painful
bites on humans and fatal attacks on native
wildlife , including cavity-nesting birds.
But, Purple Martins have turned the tables
on fire ants by targeting the flying queens.
Turns out they are an abundant, nutrientdense food source that might just be
keeping Purple Martin populations going in
the South.
Fire ants form large colonies, and lots of
them. One of the keys to their growing
population is an extended breeding seasonbasically throughout the spring and
summer, and year round in warm climates.
Breeding activity involves large swarms of
flying queens-a single hectare of land
might produce 40,000 queens at a time.
Purple Martins take advantage of these
swarming flights and capture many of the
queens. Each queen is a juicy bundle of fat
and protein, just the thing to feed growing
young martins. A recent study of martins
Con’t on page 7

Con’t from page 6

Con’t from page 6

Purple Martins Love Fire Ants

Fall Nestbox Maintenance

A recent study in Oklahoma found that
about a third of the food items fed to the
young were fire ant queens. With an
estimated one million nesting pairs of
martins within the U.S. range of fire ants,
the nestlings consume an estimated 1.7
million fire ant queens each nesting season.
Add in consumption by adult martins and
we’re talking about tons of billions of fire
ant queens eaten per year. It’s possible that
Purple Martins (Chimney Swifts, Tree
Swallows, Red-headed Woodpeckers, and
other known predators on fire ants) are
keeping the ant populations in check.
And, perhaps it’s a coincidence, but the
southern U.S. is the only area where Purple
Martin populations are stable or increasing.
Could it be that the pesky fire ant, a superabundant food source, its propping up those
populations?
Jackson A. Helms, IV, Aron P. Godfrey,
Tayna Ames, and Eli S. Bridge, 2016. Are
Invasive Fire Ants Kept in Check by Native
Aerial Insectivores? Biology Letters 1
2:20160059
Article used with permission from the
Bluebird Journal of the North American
Bluebird Society, Summer 2016, Volume

majority of the nestboxes, it will be the
last check. I do however, have more
than usual of three nesting cycles this
year and those boxes will have to be
checked until all have fledged. With last
checks for most in mind, I will be
prepared to do what is needed to have
them ready for spring. If the box is
extra dirty, I take it off the pole and take
them home to clean them. After cleaning
out the old nest, I spray the ceiling,
walls and floor with a mild Clorox and
water solution and scrub with a brush if
needed. Then, I rinse really well and
leave open to dry. I take the boxes back
and put them on the poles on my trail.
Not all of them have to be cleaned this
way, but some bluebirds are not as good
housekeepers as others.
Fall is a great time to put up new
boxes and the bluebirds check them out
and even have mini courtships just like
they do in the spring. I have found
partial nests in boxes in the fall where
they actually do some nest building. Do
keep up with your box repairs
maintenance and you will be rewarded!
Photo by: Evelyn Cooper
Many birds love the fruit of
the Poke Weed plant,
especially bluebirds. This is
one of two huge plants on
the outskirt of my yard. The
plants came up volunteer.
They are a beautiful plant,
but very invasive. Maybe I
can get some photos of some
birds eating them when they
ripen.
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Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society

Sheryl Bassi, Secretary/Treasurer
156 Lord Road
Oak Ridge, LA 71264
Www.labayoubluebirdsociety.org
{ } New Member
{ } Renewal
NAME:___________________________________________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________________
CITY, STATE & ZIP:________________________________________
E-MAIL & TELEPHONE:____________________________________
{ } Individual————————————————– $ 7.50
{ } Family —————————————————–- $ 15.00
{ } Lifetime————————————————— $ 250.00
{ } Organization———————————————— $ 25.00
{ } Small Business——————————————–- $ 25.00
{ } Corporation————————————————- $100.00
{ } Donation————————————————— $_____
Your cancelled check will be your receipt.
LBBS is recognized as a 50l © charitable organization and contributions are tax
deductible as allowed by law.
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1222 Cook Road
Delhi, LA 71232
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